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Cat’s Cradle (1963) is Vonnegut's most ambitious novel, which put into the language terms like "wampeter",
"kerass" and "granfalloon" as well as a structured religion, Boskonism and was submitted in partial
fulfillment of requirements for a Master's Degree in anthropology, and in its sprawling compass and almost
uncontrolled (and uncontrollable) invention, may be Vonnegut's best novel.

Written contemporaneously with the Cuban missile crisis and countenancing a version of a world in the
grasp of magnified human stupidity, the novel is centered on Felix Hoenikker, a chemical scientist
reminiscent of Robert Oppenheimer… except that Oppenheimer was destroyed by his conscience and
Hoenikker, delighting in the disastrous chemicals he has invented, has no conscience at all. Hoenikker's "Ice
9" has the potential to convert all liquid to inert ice and thus destroy human existence; he is exiled to a
remote island where Boskonism has enlisted all of its inhabitants and where religion and technology
collaborate, with the help of a large cast of characters, to destroy civilization.

Vonnegut's compassion and despair are expressed here through his grotesque elaboration of character and
situation and also through his created religion which like Flannery O'Connor's "Church Without Christ" (in
Wise Blood) acts to serve its adherents by removing them from individual responsibility. Vonnegut had
always been taken seriously by science fiction readers and critics (a reception which indeed made him
uncomfortable) but it was with Cat’s Cradle that he began to be found and appreciated by a more general
audience. His own ambivalence toward science, science fiction, religion and religious comfort comes
through in every scene of this novel.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Kurt Vonnegut (1922-2007) is one of the most beloved American writers of the twentieth century.
Vonnegut's audience increased steadily since his first five pieces in the 1950s and grew from there. His 1968
novel Slaughterhouse-Five has become a canonic war novel with Joseph Heller's Catch-22 to form the truest
and darkest of what came from World War II.

Vonnegut began his career as a science fiction writer, and his early novels--Player Piano and The Sirens of
Titan--were categorized as such even as they appealed to an audience far beyond the reach of the category. In
the 1960s, Vonnegut became closely associated with the Baby Boomer generation, a writer on that side, so to
speak.

Now that Vonnegut's work has been studied as a large body of work, it has been more deeply understood and
unified. There is a consistency to his satirical insight, humor and anger which makes his work so synergistic.
It seems clear that the more of Vonnegut's work you read, the more it resonates and the more you wish to
read. Scholars believe that Vonnegut's reputation (like Mark Twain's) will grow steadily through the decades
as his work continues to increase in relevance and new connections are formed, new insights made.

ABOUT THE SERIES

Author Kurt Vonnegut is considered by most to be one of the most important writers of the twentieth
century. His books Slaughterhouse-Five (named after Vonnegut's World War II POW experience) and Cat's



Cradle are considered among his top works. RosettaBooks offers here a complete range of Vonnegut's work,
including his first novel (Player Piano, 1952) for readers familiar with Vonnegut's work as well as
newcomers.
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From reader reviews:

Kimberly Langdon:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time?
Yeah, you can choose the suitable activity intended for spend your time. Any person spent all their spare
time to take a move, shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open as well as read a book eligible
Cat's Cradle? Maybe it is to become best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your time
with the favorite's book, you can smarter than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you have other
opinion?

Tracy Lindsey:

Book is to be different for each and every grade. Book for children till adult are different content. As it is
known to us that book is very important normally. The book Cat's Cradle has been making you to know
about other understanding and of course you can take more information. It is very advantages for you. The e-
book Cat's Cradle is not only giving you a lot more new information but also for being your friend when you
truly feel bored. You can spend your spend time to read your reserve. Try to make relationship together with
the book Cat's Cradle. You never really feel lose out for everything in case you read some books.

Selma Lang:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the spare time or they will
get large amount of stress from both everyday life and work. So , if we ask do people have time, we will say
absolutely of course. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity
are there when the spare time coming to you of course your answer will certainly unlimited right. Then do
you ever try this one, reading publications. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time, often
the book you have read will be Cat's Cradle.

Malcolm Thurmond:

A lot of people said that they feel weary when they reading a book. They are directly felt that when they get
a half regions of the book. You can choose the actual book Cat's Cradle to make your own personal reading
is interesting. Your skill of reading talent is developing when you just like reading. Try to choose simple
book to make you enjoy to see it and mingle the impression about book and reading especially. It is to be
first opinion for you to like to open up a book and go through it. Beside that the e-book Cat's Cradle can to
be your brand-new friend when you're experience alone and confuse in doing what must you're doing of this
time.
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